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In this inaugural edition of Universal
Light, we have brought together
some of Australia's leading designers,
consultants and lighting experts.
In a desire to seek out a range of
perspectives, we have engaged
with a renowned design practice, a
pioneer of the dark skies movement
and many other industry leaders
to provide insight into how light
intersects with their disciplines.
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When it comes to bars, restaurants
and cafes, nothing can make or
break the mood more than the
lighting design. Just as one would
layer colours and materials in a
project, light should be thought of
in layers. Paul Lim, Director of Mata
Design Studio, provides a glimpse
into the process behind some of his
award-winning projects.
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in every element of design, Gerry
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Sharing Our Universal
Passion for Light
Light as a component of architecture and its
practical and emotional value is undergoing more
significant change than ever. Fundamentally
we can talk about lighting regarding aesthetics,
functionality and efficiency. But within these
confines, there are increasingly more nuances.
As the way we work and live changes, becoming
more complex, so does our expectations from our
lighting. The research being conducted into what
the future of lighting looks like is vast and often
convoluted, so we sought to bring together some
of the leading experts in the field to shed new
light onto trends and technologies.
Natural light has always been central to building
design, but more recently artificial light has
become a fundamental pillar to design. It has
the capacity to be transformative as the day
transitions into night or imparting light where
natural light simply does not reach. Even more
recently, we seek a world where we are always
connected, to collect more and more analytics and
have more granular control from our lighting.
It's a new frontier. One that, at its root, addresses
our need for our lighting to work for us rather
than the other way around. It's a more human way
of thinking about lighting that takes into account
what makes us who we are – our emotional and
physiological needs. It is changing the way we
design the spaces we live and work in, and as
technologies mature and trends settle, there are
various innovative ideas around implementation
and best practices.
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This is the foundation from which Universal
Light was founded. We hope for it to become a
continual flow of new ideas that may inspire new
approaches to lighting design and light as a design
tool in general. It's our way to share our passion
for light and its role in our day to day lives.
In this inaugural edition, we have brought
together a great mix of industry experts to cover
a range of different themes. I would like to thank
everyone who has contributed content and ideas
to this edition. It has been amazing to hear how
experts from architecture to engineering have
made consideration for lighting on an aesthetic
to a functional level. This publication wouldn't
be possible without the collective thoughts of
each individual.
As 2018 is drawing to a close, I reflect on the
shift in conversations I've had over the last year
towards a more discerning nature, one that is
more sensitive to the influence of light. It is with
this in mind; I am proud to launch the inaugural
edition of Universal Light.

PALEY HO
GENERAL MANAGER / UNIOS®
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From the Editor
Another year of technological innovation,
key ideas and new trends start here in this
inaugural edition of Universal Light.

Universal Light is a celebration of light in all
its diversity. It is a reflection on the changing
nature of the lighting industry, that we embark on
this journey to spark new conversations around
emerging technologies and trends. In a world
where terms such as the internet of things, Human
Centric Lighting and the dark skies movement are
becoming increasingly commonplace, there is an
appetite for new knowledge around lighting and
its role in the future built environment.
In this inaugural edition of Universal Light, we
have brought together some of Australia's leading
designers, consultants and lighting experts. In
a desire to seek out a range of perspectives, we
have engaged with a renowned design practice,
a pioneer of the dark skies movement and many
other industry leaders to provide insight into how
light intersects with their disciplines.
Dan Cox, Director of Interior Design at Carr,
shares his perspective on hotel lighting design in
the context of the award-winning hotel, Jackalope.
Without a doubt the most talked about hotel
design in 2017, Jackalope is a window into Carr's
lighting-centric approach to a design project.
Andy Taylor, Technical Manager at Light Culture
Australia, discusses a more responsive form of
lighting that mimics the circadian cycle. In this
edition, he takes a look into the science behind
Human Centric Lighting and the practical benefits
to our emotional and physical wellbeing.

Landon Bannister, State Manager of Southern
Lighting & Distribution, explores how the excess
artificial light spillage into our night skies is
affecting wildlife and fauna. He goes on to
describe the ongoing implications to society and
the education and solutions required to address
the issue for future generations.
These are just a few of the topics and themes
covered in this first edition of Universal Light.
Each contributor represents a unique part of our
diverse industry. The common thread is light –
the specification of it, the design of it and the
application of it.
Printed and distributed biannually, Universal Light
aims to not only be an inspirational resource for the
lighting curious but a beacon for excellent design.
Each edition will be stacked full of expressive
illustration and editorial design to provide content
that is both visually stimulating and educational.
We hope each edition sparks new conversations
around present and future applications of lighting
into the built environment.

HENRY LUONG
BRAND MANAGER / UNIOS®

Bally, Melbourne
Lighting: Supplied by Lights & Tracks.
Photographed by Jack Lovel
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Contributors
Unios would like
to express our
gratitude for the
talented contributors
of this edition of
Universal Light.
The following contributors not
only gave us great insight into
the diverse world of lighting but
also shared invaluable knowledge
from their personal experiences
which has radiated throughout
this publication. Thank you for
your education, hard work and
for helping us bring our vision of
Universal Light to life.

LANDON BANNISTER
SOUTHERN LIGHTING &
DISTRIBUTION

Landon Bannister has been working
in the lighting industry for over
20 years and is a passionate advocate
for the critical role lighting plays
in the human experience of the
built environment.
He is a member of the Illuminating
Engineering Society (IESANZ) and
sits on the chapter management
committee for Victoria and Tasmania.
Landon is also actively involved in the
International Dark-Sky Association.
He first developed his passion for
lighting in Hobart where, with no
formal lighting education available,
Landon used a hands-on approach
to understand and appreciate light
quality. In 2006 Landon joined the
Fagerhult Group in Melbourne, where
he became a passionate advocate for
lighting education. This led to Landon
delivering presentations all over
the country on the subjects of light
and human health as well as light
pollution and its impact on
our planet.
Landon's accolades include Student of
the Year for the Lighting Engineering
and Design course in Victoria as
well as being a judge for the IESANZ
Victoria/Tasmania Lighting Awards.
Landon has since returned to Hobart
where he currently holds the position
of State Manager at Southern
Lighting and Distribution.
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HENRY LUONG

DAN COX

KEITH RITCHIE

UNIOS

CARR

LIGHTS & TRACKS

For ten years Henry Luong has been
honing his craft, building brands at
the intersection of the digital and
physical world. His unique blend of
analytical thought and creativity
has been demonstrated in projects
that cross a range of disciplines.
The common thread that ties these
cross-discipline projects together
is the pursuit of authentic brand
experiences that bring clarity to
complex problems.

Dan Cox is the Director of Interior
Design at Carr. His experience
and ability are in the delivery of
client specific, effective design
solutions. In his 12 years at Carr,
he has worked across a range of
projects encompassing workplace
and lifestyle. Leading the design
team, he translates the client brief
into design outcomes that support
conceptual narratives, underpinned
by strategic planning.

Founder of Lights & Tracks, Keith
Ritchie, has been immersed
in the lighting industry for an
extraordinary 50 years. His humble
beginnings commenced with
Thorn Lighting in 1968, where he
learnt all the fundamentals which
encompassed light. He formally
founded Lights & Tracks in 1974,
and developed the company from
a retail business to a wholesaler
of commercial light fixtures to
now, a consultant and supplier of
distinctive and unique luminaires.

Starting his career as a traditional
graphic designer, Henry has gone
on to explore an untraditional
path into strategy, product design
and interior architecture. He has
worked with companies of all shapes
and sizes including projects for
Singapore Airlines, Curtin University,
Brookfield Multiplex and the new
Western Australian Museum.
His work has been published
and recognised in several books
internationally and has received
accolades for his work in Australia,
Hong Kong and the UK. Alongside
his design experience, he has
lectured at a university level for five
years in the area of creative design
and design thinking.

ANDY TAYLOR
LIGHT CULTURE AUSTRALIA

With nine years under his belt as
the Technical Manager at Light
Culture Australia, Andy Taylor is
passionate about the effects of light.
He believes that light is not just
a part of the space, but is the
space. With extensive background
knowledge as the former Technical
Manager of Zumtobel Lighting,
his wealth of experience extends
from lighting control to product
development and energy efficiency.
Andy is innovative and advanced in
every sense of the word; he is one
of the first lighting professionals
to recognise the benefits of best
practice design, as he implements
vertical illumination and circadian
pathways to workplaces for optimal
productivity. Waterloo International
Train Station in London is one of
many accomplishments for Andy,
having managed and supplied all
6,500 luminaires for the bespoke,
custom-designed project.
Working at Light Culture Australia
means Andy adds value back into
his industry through reinvestment
and continuous innovation in
the world of lighting, with his
core values built around culture,
knowledge and service.

His team have been responsible
for creating many environments,
attracting both national and
international media and awards.
The longevity of Dan’s creative
vision has resulted in repeat
working relationships with
Australia Post, The Boston
Consulting Group, Bain and
Company, Norton Rose Fulbright,
Hilton and Westin Hotels.
Over the past decade, Dan has
driven growth across Carr’s
Workplace and Hospitality sectors
to be recognised as industry leaders.
It is the collision of strategic
thinking between these two sectors
which generates dynamic and newground results.

DAVID HO
UNIOS

David became immersed in the
lighting industry at a very young
age. Throughout the years, he has
gained comprehensive experience
and an abundance of knowledge in
all facets of engineering, technology
and lighting.
Currently Engineering Manager at
Unios, he is creating new and exciting
products on a daily basis and finds
immense satisfaction in seeing
his work in various projects across
the country. David has a passion
for advancing the art and science
of lighting through education and
does so through multiple platforms;
including being a technician member
of the Illuminating Engineering
Society (IESANZ).
David played an essential role in
the design of Perth's 137-metre
skyscraper tower which serves as the
headquarters for Woodside Petroleum
and incorporates several energyefficient design features. He says it
is a true joy to see the continually
shifting environment in this industry
that challenges the mind and
encourages extreme creativity.

Keith has witnessed some of the
most significant changes in the
industry over his time. From the
introduction of fluorescent to
halogen incandescent and perhaps
the most notable; LEDs. He has
played an essential role in many
historical projects in the public
and private sectors over the years,
with his expertise and depth of
knowledge bringing projects to life.
Keith believes that people have
always been fascinated by light
and that the element will continue
to play an integral role in the
built environment.

PAUL LIM
MATA DESIGN STUDIO

Paul Lim is the Director and Lead
Designer at Mata Design Studio, an
interior and built environment design
group who provide award winning
solutions for residential, commercial,
hospitality and retail projects.
What initially started as an
industrial design degree from Curtin
University, later led to a bachelor
degree in interior design. Since then,
Paul has won numerous awards for
his work, including Design Institute
of Australia 2016 'Best in State' Award
for his hospitality project, Chilli
Panda. Coming up to 25 years as a
design practice, Mata Design Studio
is an encapsulation of Paul's design
philosophy and ideas which flows
through to his experienced team,
their clients and their projects.
Paul has worked with an impressive
list of local, national and
international clients, completing
commercial and residential work
in Perth, Melbourne, Sydney, New
Zealand and Singapore. Paul draws
inspiration from the likes of Hecker
Guthrie, Kerry Hill and Pierre Koenig
for interior and architecture design.

David thrives on the relationships he
has built throughout his career and
credits those bonds to the engineer
he is today.
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GERRY DE WIND
MONDOLUCE

Gerry de Wind is the Managing
Director of Mondoluce, a
commercial and architectural
lighting supplier. He developed a
passion for lighting at a very young
age, which now spans over 40 years
within the industry.
MARC GRECO
ENGINEERING CONSULTANTS
AUSTRALIA

Marc Greco, the accomplished
Director of Engineering Consultants
Australia (ECA), is passionate
about the implementation of
new technology that is simple to
operate and maintain, saves energy
costs and provides a great user
experience. Through his extensive
experience within the industry,
he has become dedicated to
engineering quality, innovation
and sustainability.
Marc's most notable projects consist
of designing a research station
in Antarctica, his involvement
in a renovation of the largest
heritage structure in Europe and
writing the brief for the new Perth
Stadium. Marc's repeat clientele
is a testament to his work, with a
dedication to project innovation
and a particular interest to work
with those who wish to achieve
ambitious outcomes.
ECA participates in a number
of joint ventures and long-term
alliances, built on the foundations
of inspirational architects and
innovative clients. While Marc has
been in the industry for 35 years, he
believes the best is yet to come.

Gerry's career started with Atkins
Carlyle, an electrical wholesaler
in Perth which paved the way
for his success at Mondoluce.
With extensive knowledge and
experience, Gerry succeeded
in turning the commercial and
architectural lighting company
into a leading specification based
project lighting business. Gerry
has dramatically contributed
to developing Mondoluce into
a strongly diversified lighting
company covering all facets of
lighting application including;
architectural, commercial,
industrial and mining within
Western Australia.
Gerry's top three accomplishments
include those 40 years within the
lighting industry, his decision to start
Mondoluce and the long-standing
relationships which he holds with
clients and suppliers. Mondoluce's
main priority is to establish
and nurture positive working
relationships with the design,
building and construction industry.

DANIELLE MASTRO
LIGHTS LIGHTS LIGHTS

Danielle Mastro is the Director of
Lights Lights Lights. With eleven
years of experience in the lighting
industry, she takes great pride in
the way she illuminates homes.
Thanks to her background in
fashion, she tackles illuminating
spaces from an artistic perspective,
providing an exceptional level of
customer service while considering
the life of the spaces she is lighting.
You'll find Danielle residing at
the boutique Melbourne lighting
retailer Lights Lights Lights, working
alongside her equally talented team
and educating the community on
their lighting choices from a more
sustainable approach.
Danielle is a master of lighting
selection; her inspiration draws
from past and present experiences
while frequently referencing her
Italian heritage. She says her culture
shapes a large part of her lighting
choices and finds European design,
then and now, all-consuming.

Junction Oval, Melbourne
Lighting: Supplied by
Lights & Tracks
Photographed by Jack Lovel
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LANDON BANNISTER, STATE MANAGER AT
at Southern Lighting & Distribution understands the significant
role in which the dark sky movement plays in our prospective
universe. He argues that countless generations grew up with the
wonder of the stars above, which inevitably helped them dream
of bigger things but also understand their place in the universe.
Now, according to the IDA, two-thirds of the world’s population
resides where they cannot adequately observe a starry sky due
to excessive, misdirected and obtrusive artificial light.

Dark Times for
Our Starry Skies
The International Dark-Sky Association (IDA) is
an organisation that is working to help stop light
pollution and protect the night skies. By having so
much artificial light pollute the night sky, energy
and money are wasted, wildlife is disrupted, and
it has negative implications for human health. In
essence, the IDA works to protect the night skies for
present and future generations to come.
Contributor: Landon Bannister / Southern Lighting & Distribution

Landon is passionate about the importance of this movement,
and when discussing, we are thrown back to a time when the
dark skies movement was entirely irrelevant and the threat
of our night sky was inconceivable. He confesses current
generations living in big cities no longer have access to starry
nights. “As a general population, we are simply too eager to make
our nighttime environment resemble that of our daytime,”
declares Landon. From a historical perspective, this is a recent
development, given less than 100 years ago, anyone under
the night sky could look up and see the stars. Now, millions of
generations to come will miss this remarkable sight, while being
entirely oblivious to the privileged vision we once had.

Less than 100 years ago,
anyone under the night
sky could look up and see
the stars. Now, millions of
generations to come will miss
this remarkable sight, while
being entirely oblivious to the
privileged vision we once had.

Although we do not fully understand the implications of
artificial light at night on human psychology, Landon argues
there is a detrimental consequence to our physiological growth
that is evident at present. Not only does the use of artificial
light impair our view of the universe, it entirely affects our
environment, safety, energy consumption and our health. “This
has all sorts of negative impacts on our biological systems
with countless studies linking light at night to increasing risks
for obesity, depression, sleep disorders, diabetes, and even
breast cancer,” says Landon, while recognising the progressive
changes the IDA has committed itself to. “In short, the dark
skies movement isn’t just about dark skies; there is a whole
environmental story at play here, and everyone working with
outdoor lighting needs to be aware of the potential negative
impacts of their decisions.”
Landon further explores the topic of wildlife and fauna, arguing
that if humans suffer from the effects of light pollution, this
is an undeniable reality for animals and their surroundings
too. He believes ecosystems have evolved to need the darkness
as much as they need sunlight. Landon states that the light
pollution we are generating is adversely affecting a range
of wildlife and ecosystems; from bird migration to turtle
populations, disruption of mating seasons and even pollination
and insect activity. The IDA believes the earth's cycle of light
and dark is embedded into the DNA of every plant and animal
while admittedly, humans have radically disrupted this cycle.
Now, the world is only just beginning to understand the effects
on human development, resources and the planet.
←
Vermillion Cliffs National Monument, Arizona
Image supplied by SKYGLOW Project
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Like most things, Landon believes
the solution is in simple education.
He explains people lack basic
knowledge in the use of artificial
light at night and have the
misconception that using energy
efficient luminaires equates to
being environmentally friendly.

How to reduce
light pollution

Best (Full cutoff)
The best outdoor lighting; the fixture
directs light downward, protecting the
night sky.

Better (Cutoff)
Better outdoor lighting; the fixture
mostly directs light downward, emitting
some sideways.

CONTRIBUTOR
LANDON BANNISTER

is the State Manager
of Southern Lighting &
Distribution

Southern Lighting & Distribution recently completed an
installation with the Launceston City Council for the Seaport
and Royal Park pathway upgrades. “The engineer, (Nicolas
Allen from JMG Engineers & Planners) really attacked the
project in a manner that took a holistic approach to design,
not just improving the energy load but also the amiability
of the space for pedestrians and the overall environmental
footprint,” says Landon. He confirms that it was particularly
pleasing to see this change in lighting design and its
application. Comparing this to the previous solution, which
had a poor distribution that outsourced light into the river
and wasted upward light into the night sky. Landon states that
by using full cutoff LED fittings, with controlled distribution,
they were able to reduce wasted light by over 400%.
This type of application means it takes half of the lumens
previously required to achieve the same lighting standard, which
also translates to a 75% reduction in the energy load. To lessen
skyglow, JMG selected a CCT (Correlated Colour Temperature)
of 3000K LED for the project, which is the maximum
recommended by the IDA. Landon says this use of lighting was
efficient on all accounts, confirming the installation improved
the uniformity across the pathways while reducing the glare and
equated to a far more pleasant experience for the users of the
space than previously experienced.
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When reflecting on Australia as a nation and how well we
have adopted this movement, Landon believes we are severely
lagging in the area of dark sky preservation. He says, “Two
of the biggest issues we face is the procurement process for
street lighting; one of the biggest polluters, and the lack of
understanding on the value of lighting professionals.” Landon
admits that The Federal Government places the Australian
Energy Regulator ultimately responsible for street lighting
in Australia, which leads to a misaligned set of priorities
when assessing installations in this sector. He argues that in
Australia we focus on maintenance, cost and energy but ignore
primary human and environmental factors that should be the
top two considerations in the assessment process.
Like most things, Landon believes the solution is in simple
education. He explains people lack basic knowledge in the
use of artificial light at night and have the misconception
that using energy efficient luminaires equates to being
environmentally friendly. Landon is all too familiar with this
significant pitfall in moving towards a healthier night sky and
has seen it on numerous occasions throughout his 20 years
within the industry. “As any designer will tell you, good design
will always trump an energy efficient luminaire in delivering a
truly environmentally friendly installation,” he says.

Landon believes another concern lies with the decision makers
in Australia, whom he thinks should be left to the lighting
professionals. “How many 400W floodlights have we all seen
lighting a small tree? The common mentality of more light is
better not only creates poor nocturnal environments but also
contributes massively to the amount of light pollution in our
skies,” he argues. Confirming that although there is a basic
understanding, the lighting industry needs to further focus on
educating the broader community that light quality, not light
quantity, is what’s important.
Although Landon is in charge of sales at Southern Lighting &
Distribution, he is extremely considerate and mindful in the
progressive movements of the IDA. Respectfully, he states,
“The answer is simple, we’re not about having no light at
night, we just want to see more responsible installations. As a
business, we have standardised on 3000K as a maximum CCT
for outdoor luminaires in line with IDA recommendations.”
Recently, Australia was lucky enough to see the first official
‘Dark Sky Park’ which was designated to Warrumbungle
National Park in New South Wales. This was a monumental
achievement for the National Park, and a hopeful sign for the
future protection of dark skies within Australia. $100,000 of
funding went into this project to control light pollution through

Warrumbungle National Park
Warrumbungle National Park
is a 23,312-hectare park in the
Orana region of New South
Wales, Australia. In addition
to its spectacular daytime
vistas of the Warrumbungle
Mountain Range, the park
has long been known for the
quality of its dark night skies.

Bad (Semi cutoff)
Bad outdoor lighting; the fixture throws
some light upwards, downwards and
sideways, causing some light pollution.

Very Bad (Non cutoff)
Very bad outdoor lighting; the fixture
throws light in all directions, causing
light pollution.
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Australia needs to regard
light pollution in the
same way they regard
water or air pollution.
implementation of updated planning policies. Acknowledging
the area as having an exceptional quality of starry nights;
the project confirms that the sky will now and in the future,
explicitly be protected from light pollution. Warrumbungle
National Park is the foundation of changes we need to see in
Australia with recognising and preserving our astronomy. Other
International Parks designated as Dark Sky Parks include Death
Valley National Park in the United States and Galloway Forest
Park in Scotland. Reassuringly, these parks are becoming more
present than ever, not only as a place to see the stars but to raise
awareness of the problems that light pollution poses to the
environment and to human health.
An essential factor to consider when understanding light
pollution is LED; “Studies have shown that higher CCTs
(4000K and above) which have higher components of blue in
their spectrum, penetrate the atmosphere and increase light
pollution,” Landon states, communicating the problems which
LED presents in consideration of the dark skies.

“This is at a greater rate compared to light sources with lower
CCTs (3000K and below).” As almost all of the LED sources are
heavily prevalent in the blue spectrum, this translates to a
massive increase in light pollution in areas where LED upgrades
have occurred.
On the other hand, we are presented with the positives in
which LED provide to our starry nights. Southern Lighting &
Distribution heavily promote full cutoff luminaires, which
translates to no upward wasted light and total control of
distribution (something that LED can do very well). Landon
advises that LEDs are much easier to switch, which opens up
all sorts of options regarding motion sensing and dimming,
offering massive opportunities to reduce light pollution further.
Landon takes the moral high ground in his approach to the
lighting industry and the dark skies movement. He states “In
simple terms, our business is here to make money, but we have
to do so in a socially responsible manner.” Landon believes the
current outdoor lighting situation is not sustainable and if he
sees a project heading down the wrong path, he will raise his
concerns. He wants everyone to question how much light they
need at night, what CCT they are using, where they are directing
their light and if that light needs to operate all night or if it can
be dimmed back after hours.
Australia needs to regard light pollution in the same way they
regard water or air pollution. In fact, if more organisations
had the same approach as Southern Lighting & Distribution
towards the dark skies movement, we would have a higher
chance at preservation, creating better nighttime environments
and reducing light pollution. Given the spread of artificial light
means an increasing amount are no longer experiencing truly
dark nights, along with the threat of wildlife, ecosystems, and
human health, the dark skies movement entirely benefits our
nation and future generations to come.

→
White Sands
National Monument,
New Mexico
Image supplied by
SKYGLOW Project
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The Changing Nature
of Specification

It is a new and increasingly digital world
out there for the design and construction
industry. In recent years we have seen
the rapid adoption and maturation of
technologies that only recently seemed
in their infancy.
Contributor: Henry Luong / Unios
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The why and I of BIM

So if BIM isn't completely
replacing a specification
anytime soon and specifiers
are experiencing continual
hurdles when producing a
specification, what does the
future relationship between
all these parts look like?

At its core, BIM is a more holistic,
digital-first and intelligent way
of designing and constructing
buildings. Its goal is to provide
a single model to exchange
information between project
parties – from the architect to the
engineer, to the contractor. The
“B” and the “M” in BIM are fairly
straightforward. The “B” refers to
the building aspect, while the “M”
refers to the digital model of the
building where information about
the building is stored. The most
interesting part and the beating
heart of BIM lies within the “I”.
Where traditional design processes

focus on graphic representation;
BIM aims to handle both the visual
and non-visual aspects – things
such as product lifetimes, energy
efficiency and sound absorption. All
this information is key to managing
a building's lifecycle. In a typical
project, there may be hundreds of
thousands, if not millions of pieces
of information.
All of this information relies on
BIM objects. These BIM objects
are pieces of visual information
that represent products and
geometry. The objects are visual in
appearance and behaviour, to allow
for positioning in a model and also

to determine any problems earlier
in the process. As the driving force
behind the BIM process, it is crucial
that these objects provide a range
of details and properties beyond
simply physical geometry. A well
produced BIM object provides all
the necessary parameters for design
and validation but not so many
that it convolutes and slows the
process. For example, if the BIM
object represents a lighting fixture,
it might contain properties around
power consumption so the model
can be analysed for energy efficiency.
The importance of manufacturers
developing BIM objects that are

best-practice and easy to access
cannot be overstated.
In this world of BIM where we have
digital imagery and associated
information on many aspects
of a design and the building
products assigned, where does a
specification tie-in? In many ways,
the specification documentation
is the link in the chain that ties
everything together. It prescribes
the performance criteria of building
products, references the standards
that are applicable and the quality of
the systems that will be used.

Manufacturer, meet specifier

ARCHITECTS AND ENGINEERS
have been flag-bearers in the
adoption of Building Information
Modelling (BIM) to improve
efficiency, achieve consistency
in documentation and reduce
conflicts during construction. On
a visualisation front, we are only
beginning to see the potential of
virtual reality (VR), augmented
reality (AR) and mixed reality (MR)
for immersive experiences during
the design process. In this new
frontier of information abundance,
where does specification fit into
this equation and is its purpose and
relevance under threat?
In November 2016, the NBS (National
Building Specification) sought to
gain new insights into how the rise

of new technologies was affecting
the specification process. The report
explored the current and future
landscape by surveying over 500
respondents who have varying levels
of involvement in specification.
The results found that 94% of
respondents have experienced
difficulties when producing or
using a specification. Although,
with regards to BIM, only 30%
of respondents believe BIM will
eventually replace specifications.
So if BIM isn't completely replacing
a specification anytime soon
and specifiers are experiencing
continual hurdles when producing
a specification, what does the future
relationship between all these parts
look like?

In terms of the future of the construction
industry, how likely are the following
technologies to have a significant influence?

↑
Sourced from NBS National BIM
Report for Manufacturers 2017

In the NBS Specification Survey,
69% of respondents voiced that
they rely on manufacturers for
assistance and support in product
selection and specification. In
addition to this, 57% of respondents
mentioned they collect information
from manufacturers. It is clear that
architects, engineers and specifiers
value input from manufacturers,
particularly with the sheer number
of architectural products available
on the market.
Manufacturers should view
themselves as educators and
collaborators rather than as simply
product providers. They should be
supporting the industry through
the entire BIM and specification
journey, providing education and
input to meet performance criteria
and understanding design intent.
Architects require varying levels
of information and detail through
the design process; manufacturers
should understand and build user
experiences that mirror this journey.
From that initial research phase,
manufacturer websites need to
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provide easily accessible product
imagery, technical data and project
case studies. Most importantly, their
product library needs to be easily
searchable and configurable. The
majority of architectural product
libraries are large and sprawling,
with a significant number of
SKUs (stock keeping units). How
an architect can navigate and
reach a product that meets their
design intent is crucial to the user
experience. It's a challenge that is
often overlooked in a conversation
that focuses predominantly on the
creation of BIM objects.
The BIM objects provided by
manufacturers and the user
experience for navigating their
product library should go hand in
hand. The level of information and
detail provided at each point in the
design process should always be
taken into consideration. A deluge of
information and data 100% of the
time isn't the answer. Manufacturers
should work with project teams
more as a trusted advisor, delivering
expert input where needed.
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46%

80%

have experienced difficulties
because the drawings and the
specification contradicted
each other.

believe better communication
is needed between consultants,
contractors and manufacturers to
ensure effective product selection.

57%

94%

have experienced specification
difficulties because specified
materials were substituted.

have experienced difficulties
when producing or using a
specification.

It's only just the beginning in this
transformation of the design and
construction industry. With the
adoption of BIM, VR and other tools
becoming more and more widespread, there is great anticipation
surrounding what comes next. It
is perhaps in artificial intelligence
and automation where the next
great leap will come with a drive to
connect the dots between all these
new technologies. It is only logical to
take this immense amount of data
collected in BIM and harness it to
automate a lot of processes.

In many ways as the BIM process
has advanced, the specification
preparation process has become
overlooked and cumbersome;
requiring a lot of administrative
effort and time. There is
tremendous scope in the industry
for manufacturers and software
developers alike to find new avenues
to simplify the process for specifiers.
It's uncertain what the specifying
landscape will exactly look like in
the years to come, but there's no
doubt the processing of this new
information and collaboration
between all involved will be key.

The specification workflow
↗
Sourced from NBS
Specification Report 2017

So how do all these moving parts
play together? You have a website
or portal for navigating product
libraries and BIM objects. You
have the BIM environment, and
you have the specification process.
There is no one size fits all solution;
it's a puzzle that continues to
be researched and iterated over
time. While there is no definitive
solution right now to solve all
inefficiencies, there is a general
consensus that calls for more
coordination and collaboration not

just between project parties but
even with manufacturers.
BIM has opened the door to greater
sharing of information at the early
stages of a project. The next step is
to find new ways to automate more
parts of the specification process,
potentially working alongside BIM.
What this looks like in the future
is already being looked at by a
number of software companies
that are building BIM specification
applications. As with any new
technology, there are significant

challenges still to be overcome. The
two principle challenges for BIM
specification applications is the
way a specification changes several
times over a project and the way
specification is traditionally written
versus how BIM models data.
It's most certainly an exciting future
that awaits, where there will be a
more holistic integration between
specification systems and BIM; and
improving collaboration between all
parties of a project.

New ways to visualise a design

CONTRIBUTOR
HENRY LUONG

is the Brand Manager
of Unios

Virtual reality, augmented reality
and now mixed reality have taken
tremendous strides over the last two
years. Both Google and Apple have
released their own AR technologies
in the market, accelerating
adoption and development of the
technology rapidly in the last year.
It is only logical that the design and
construction industries adopt some
of this technology, particularly with
the rise of BIM.
On a virtual reality front, end users
can now walk through a project to
understand the built environment.
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Many architecture firms around
Australia are starting to build
a VR workflow into their firms,
leveraging the technology to create
more immersive experiences and
potentially fast-track approvals.
While virtual reality simulates
a completely new environment,
augmented reality supplements the
real world environment with virtual
elements. It allows users to view a 3D
model in a real-world environment,
providing greater insight into the
proposed solution.

Perhaps the most interesting
technology of all is mixed reality,
which combines the virtual and
real-world in a way where a user
can completely interact with both
real and virtual environments.
Architects can project a BIM model
into real world sites, opening
the door to a whole new world
of communicating ideas and
collaboration. Products and design
materials can now be evaluated
in a real space, making product
selection and evaluation more
interactive and powerful than ever.
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A Human Centric
Lighting Vision
Light affects us in different ways; physically, emotionally
and biologically. To society, light is imperative and acts
as the most powerful regulator of the human day/night
rhythm. In the simplest terms, light tells the body to be
awake and alert during the daytime which allows us to
experience the world around us.
Contributor: Andy Taylor / Light Culture Australia

HUMAN BEINGS HAVE EVOLVED
to function under daylight, and as
we know, this light level changes
throughout the day. The adjustment
ranges from bright white light to
softer warm tones at night. Humans
have adapted to this circadian cycle
over our 120,000 years of evolution.
Andy Taylor, Technical Manager
at Light Culture Australia, believes
that the exposure to this fluctuating
spectral power distribution has
resulted in our exquisite sensitivity
to natural light.

The Circadian Rhythm
DAWN / 3500K
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DAYLIGHT / 6000K

MID-AFTERNOON / 4200K

DUSK / 3500K

SUNSET / 2700K

Nowadays, we spend about 90%
of our time indoors; this means
our indoor environment becomes
paramount for our general health
and well-being. Given the human
body needs an adequate amount
of light at the right intensity and
at the right time of day to act as
prompts for our internal body clock,
indoor lighting conditions need to
deliver the light nutrition we need
to stay healthy and be productive.
For instance, a sunny, outdoor
day will provide 10,000 lux, while
internal daylight-deprived areas

can generally achieve lux levels of
around 250 - 500. Andy believes that
the recent move from outdoor life
to indoor working environments
has resulted in an alien landscape.
He inherently blames statically lit
interiors and the focus in horizontal
illuminance in areas where daylight
penetration is limited or nonexistent. "Illumination power density
targets have rendered these spaces
gloomy, cave-like and depressive,"
he states.
Recent research has uncovered a
novel photoreceptor in the eye called
the intrinsically photosensitive
retinal ganglion cell (ipRGC for
short), which reacts in a very
different way to the rods and cones.
Stimulated by light wavelengths
in the blue spectrum, the ipRGC
works through the suprachiasmatic
nucleus (the body clock) to regulate
the secretion or suppression of a
neurochemical, called melatonin.
Human Centric Lighting (HCL) is
the new buzzword in the lighting
profession. This method is the next
step in LED design and control

to support the human circadian
rhythm; enhancing concentration,
preventing sleeping disorders and
improving our overall well-being.
As HCL mimics the circadian cycle
to regulate our natural stimulus
correctly, it is imperative for lighting
designers to understand how this
application of light can impact users'
health, productivity, and overall
potential. With a focus on both the
visual and non-visual effects of
the lighting, HCL not only helps us
perform visual tasks but also acts as
our internal biological clock.
HCL, when judiciously applied, has
been accredited with improvements
to productivity, vigilance, error
rates, happiness, energy levels, staff
retention and health. Andy states
that historically speaking, there was
limited education around HCL and
with the dominance of fluorescent
lamps it was challenging to achieve
in practice. "With the arrival of LEDs
came the ability to control the level
of blue stimulus, and further research
has revealed more knowledge of its
correct application," he declares.
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The Well Building
Standard V2

Daylight EML
WORKSTATIONS TO HAVE ARTIFICIAL LIGHTING TO
PROVIDE EML , SUPPLEMENTARY TO DAYLIGHT, IN
ACCORDANCE WITH FEATURE L03.

90+CRI

“The stars are aligning,
and we are about to
embark on an exciting
new world of lighting
for people.”

LUMINAIRES TO HAVE LIGHTING QUALITY IN
ACCORDANCE WITH FEATURE L07.

VISIT V2.WELLCERTIFIED.COM FOR FULL
DETAILS OF THE STANDARD

Pioneered by Delos, the WELL Building Standard
(WBS) blends best practices in design and
construction to support human health and wellbeing. The WBS sets performance requirements
in ten concepts relevant to occupant health in the
built environment: Air, Water, Nourishment, Light,
Movement, Thermal Comfort, Sound, Materials,
Mind and Community. The WELL Certification is
based on performance and requires a passing score
in each of these categories, with all comprising of
distinct health and well-being benefits.

Platinum

These blue frequencies provide
a desirable stimulating effect
during the day, however, at night
they disrupt the body’s circadian
rhythm and disrupt different
biological systems. Research shows
that emitting more than 2% of
blue in a well-lit room at night can
disrupt circadian rhythms, suppress
melatonin and causes health risks.

CONTRIBUTOR
ANDY TAYLOR
is the Technical Manager of
Light Culture Australia
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HCL has claimed many benefits,
including work execution and
advances recorded in education
facilities; with improved reading
performance and mathematical
problem-solving. "Even healthcare
institutions have seen reduced
recuperation times," comments
Andy. With studies showing that
automated lighting can comfort
and help patients maintain regular
sleeping patterns in hospitals,
improve mental and emotional
conditions while helping to keep
medical professionals alert during
long shifts.

Glare
Requirement
LUMINAIRES TO PROVIDE GLARE CONTROL IN
ACCORDANCE WITH FEATURE L04.

Lighting design for the circadian
system utilises objectives that
differ from those typically used in
traditional architectural lighting
design which requires specific
metrics. Andy says there are several
metrics which allow us to calculate
if the light from a luminaire is
good, bad, or just plain ugly. "One is
the daylight Equivalent Melanopic
Lux metric (as used by the WELL
Building Institute), and the other
is the Lighting Research Centre
proposed Circadian Stimulus (CS)
value," he confirms. Both these figures
have a different approach, but both
require comprehensive data from
the Spectral Power Distribution
curve (SPD). Figures arrive at a level
of stimulus which can suppress
the secretion of melatonin. High
suppression is good for the beginning
of the day, and low suppression is
good for night time. Andy reinforces
that the spectrum of the light is not
the only factor and we must consider

the amount of light, its distribution,
timing and duration.
The Well Building Standard (WBS),
produced by Delos Living LLC of New
York, is a first in that its sole focus
is the health and well-being of the
occupants of a building. Originally
founded on robust principles, its
v2 version contains ten concepts:
Air, Water, Nourishment, Light,
Movement, Thermal Comfort, Sound,
Materials, Mind and Community. Each
concept is comprised of features with
distinct health and well-being benefits.
The WELL Light concept aims to
promote exposure to light with a
goal to create lighting environments
that are optimal for visual, mental
and biological health. The concept
states that given people spend so
much time indoors, insufficient
illumination or improper lighting
design will disrupt their circadian
phase, particularly if paired with
inappropriate light exposure at night.

90hz
LUMINAIRES TO HAVE FLICKER MODULATION IN
ACCORDANCE WITH FEATURE L07.

Andy explains that the light
concept contains eight features that
recognise and reward excellence
in lighting practice. Some features
are pre-conditions (mandatory),
others are optimisations (in which
you score points). “Feature L03
covers circadian lighting and uses
daylight Equivalent Melanopic Lux
(EML) to evaluate the performance
of the fixture in the space, arriving
at a figure of vertical melanopic
illuminance at the eye,” he explains.
While feature L05 recognises the
geometry of the building in regards
to daylight access for the occupants,
as well as a view of outside.
V2 communicates the importance
of adequate periods of both light
and darkness to synchronise the
circadian rhythm. As humans are
continuously sensitive to light,
under normal circumstances, light
exposure in the late night/early
morning will shift our rhythms
forward, whereas exposure in the

late afternoon/early night will shift
our rhythms back.
WELL presents an opportunity for
projects to integrate daylight and
electric light to create lighting
strategies focussed on health and
well-being. As lighting conditions
are currently not taking into account
the circadian phase, WELL aims to
provide environments that reduce
this disruption, with the added
benefit of improving the occupants'
sleep, mood and productivity.
The WBS has gained traction in
the USA, UK and China, and is now
also referenced within Australia.
Depending on points scored,
buildings can attain a certification
ranging from Silver (50 points), Gold
(60 points), to Platinum (80 points)
levels. Andy is a strong supporter
of the WELL Building Standard
and finds it refreshing to see this
type of movement in a time when
lighting seems to be dominated by

power usage. Although he still has
some reservations; "Australia and
New Zealand have adopted lower
horizontal illumination levels than
the rest of the developed world,"
he states, which means it will
be much harder to achieve the
desired vertical illumination
levels needed at the eye, for
circadian stimulus.
Andy stresses the National
Construction Code (NCC) proposal
for 2019. He says that the plan calls
for such low illumination power
density targets, it is unlikely the
circadian lighting will be effectively
deployable in many circumstances.
Andy says that the NCC won't just
make it difficult, they will almost
certainly eliminate good practice
lighting from Australia. "Further
correction factors, in addition to the
lighting control factors already in
place in J6 (deals with the minimum
standards for energy efficient
lighting design), need to be added for

the application of circadian lighting
into the spaces," he states.
Although there are those nonbelievers, Andy says there is
unchallengeable evidence in proving
the health benefits of Human
Centric Lighting. “There is an
increasing amount of supporting
research and new installations
globally,” he proclaims.
With the new knowledge we have
about the biological effects of light,
and at a time we are finding out so
much about the non-visual response
of the human eye, new applications
of illumination have been made
possible. With LED sources becoming
more efficient and versatile, and
with more sophisticated controls,
lighting systems now create endless
possibilities. "The stars are aligning,
and we are about to embark on an
exciting new world of lighting for
people," Andy claims.
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Finding Harmony in
Design, Art and Light
In recent years, there has been a distinct shift
in the landscape of hotel design with greater
ambition in form and more courage in execution at
its heart. Carr is at the forefront of this evolution,
frequently challenging perceptions, driving for
change and designing for the future.
Contributor: Dan Cox / Carr

PERHAPS IN ONE OF THE MOST DARING AND FORWARD
thinking moves in the hotel industry to date, Carr brought the boutique
hotel, Jackalope, to life with stunning geometric forms that reflect the
design ethos, culture, place of the founders and the people who live in
the Mornington Peninsula. Resting on Australia's infamous wine region,
Jackalope showcases modern hotel design in the purest of forms and
represents a new breed of brave and experiential architecture.
Possibly the most talked about luxury design of 2017, Jackalope spans across
11-hectares, consists of 46 guest rooms and various architectural and interior
spaces. Coming from a family of hotel developers, Louis Li (the founder)
together with Carr brought his fearless concept to life, merging his love of
the arts with his family legacy. The seamless collaboration of Li and Carr
entirely redefined hotel design and marked a significant milestone that will
be praised for years to come.

Jackalope Hotel, Mornington Peninsula
Architecture & Interiors: Carr
Structural Engineer: Wood & Grieve Engineers
Photographed by Sharyn Cairns
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Lighting
Lighting throughout Jackalope
has been designed to provide an
otherworldly experience, rich with
narrative and imagination while
transporting guests away from
the every day with a fusion of art,
design and storytelling. True to its
name, Jackalope merges fantasy
and reality, with the assistance
of innovative and creative
architectural lighting.
The idea of movement defines the
lighting of Jackalope’s signature
restaurant Doot Doot Doot,
fittingly referencing distillation
and fermentation which was
collaboratively designed by Carr
and Fabio Ongarato Design. In
a spectacular display, a 10x8m
luminaire floats above the
main dining room. This feature
encapsulates modern design, defined
by 10,000 globes shaped like flasks,

test tubes and beakers. Through
repetition and massing, the globes
are transformed from a simple light
source to a golden, textural sculpture
as waves of light wash the ceiling
wrapping diners below in a magical,
mesmerising glow.
You'll find spectacular quartz like
circular pendants on entry in the
luxury suites, while guest corridors
feature neon blue and gold linear
lighting. This illumination tracks
across the ceiling, with Carr
intentionally referencing various
astrological constellations through
the linear application.
A genuinely unique lighting
project; Carr left no stone unturned
throughout this hotel, showcasing
the boundless possibilities that
correct lighting provides.

Design
Builder:
VCON
Identity & Environmental Design:
Fabio Ongarato Design
Architectural Lighting:
Supplied by Lights & Tracks
Doot Doot Doot:
Jan Flook Lighting
Jenka and Jackyak:
Jan Flook Lighting
Chemie lighting:
Rolf Sachs
Prometheus III:
Christopher Boots

There is a harmony between design,
art and light that weaves a unique
narrative that is unique to Jackalope.
With Li using the hotel concept as
his creative platform; Jackalope is
an effort to meld his passions of the
arts, design and food. With a vision
to transport guests away from the
norm and an intent to provide an
abstract experience.
Breaking the traditions and
boundaries of standard design, Carr
sparked curiosity early in this bold
and daring transformation.
Based upon new technologies of
construction, Jackalope has an
extraordinarily contemporary and
intrepid aesthetic which connects
historical architecture with restored
heritage. Jackalope features a
spectacular seven-metre high
sculpture by local artist Emily Floyd
and UAP Studio which welcomes you
upon arrival, one part of a worldclass collection of art and furniture
explicitly created for the project.
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Chris McCue leads the architecture
and residential interior portfolio
of Carr. On Jackalope he states;
"Architecture that is unprecedented
and unconventional with a
simplicity and subtlety of strength
and form that belies what lies
within. The monolithic, blackened
structure provides a vivid
juxtaposition to the rich green, red
and silver foliage of the landscape
and adjacent vines yet integrates
seamlessly with its surrounds."
Dan Cox, Carr's Director of Interiors,
goes on to say, “Interiors celebrate
the mystery and whimsy of alchemy
and the art of transformation with
tonal elements of gold, silver, copper
and bronze throughout. Spaces
reflect and embrace the alchemist's
workshop – eclectic, experimental
and contemporary in detailing –
forming something truly unique
and rare."

↑
Jackalope sculpture
by Emily Floyd and
UAP Studio
Photographed by
Sharyn Cairns
↗
Lighting installation
in Jackalope's
signature restaurant
Doot Doot Doot
Photographed by
Sharyn Cairns

Culture
As any architect will tell you, various
elements impact hotel design; over
the last five years, we have seen
the rise of ‘localised’ design, trendy
independent ‘lifestyle’ hotels and
animated public areas. Every hotel
design has a unique vision and idea
but should always consider and
observe the cultural expectations
of the particular region. Carr
approached Jackalope with the
design intention of weaving a sense
of place with the expressive artinspired vision of Li.
Considering this, Carr took a bold
and modern take on the native
architecture; creating a border
around Jackalope with indigenous
and non-indigenous plants,

encapsulating the historical form
of its surroundings. “We wanted the
hotel to be recessive in the landscape
and allow views of the vineyards and
the established eucalypts to come
to the fore,” says McCue. Although
Carr immersed their structure
around Jackalope's environment,
they remained respectful and
mindful of interfering with the
vineyards and the 20th-century
Edwardian homestead.
Jackalope utilises its environment
by sourcing quality food from the
Mornington Peninsula, building
relationships with locals who are
growing food, especially for the
hotel. Guests can also experience
barrel tastings, private tours or

breakfast amid the vines which
creates an authentic and engaging
experience and showcases local
culture as an inherent component
of the hotel design.
As we see from Jackalope, the
success of creating a genuine and
authentic experience for guests lies
within designers working closely
to understand the local culture
and immersing the concept in
it. As such, supplementing hotel
concepts with the culture of local
influence will keep designers in line
with the progressive movements of
the industry.

CONTRIBUTOR
DAN COX
is the Director of Interior
Design of Carr
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Sustainability
A core focus for the design of this
hotel was sustainability, which is
prevalent throughout Jackalope. Carr
notes that ecologically sustainable
design strategies were considered at
the earliest opportunity in the design
process, proving the relationship
between built and natural
environments was a strong influence
for the hotel. With sustainability
being a vital consideration for
the design community, it is more
crucial than ever for hotel design to
launch into similarly innovative and
progressive responsibilities.
"Rather than simply attaching
green technology to a conventional
building, we strove for an integrated
solution that considered both
passive and active systems. We
worked proactively within an
interdisciplinary team to create
Jackalope's sustainable buildings that

are innovative in nature and holistic
in their approach," Carr confirms.
The project incorporated many
environmentally sustainable design
initiatives including stormwater
collection, on-site wastewater
treatment and recycling, recycled
material selection and energy
efficient selection of fixtures,
fittings and equipment. Carr
also implemented 100% on-site
treatment of water and sewage,
solar heated hot water systems and
on-site composting of all food waste
for fertiliser.

vital for a hotel's long-term
sustainability and will also create
better guest experiences, an
improved corporate brand image,
along with economic incentives.
Carr proves through the idea
of Jackalope that leading hotel
concepts will leverage emerging
technologies and socially sustainable
trends, which will, in turn, create a
unique experience for guests.

Through this design, Carr
demonstrates that carefully balanced
procedures will reduce costs and
improve efficiency by implementing
better working conditions and
continually develop environmental
technologies. Strategies for reducing,
reusing and recycling waste are

Architecture
When it comes to the core
architecture and design details
behind Jackalope, there is a distinct
celebration of the hotel's origin;
with an original 18th-century
federation cottage restored to be
an adjoining lounge and bar. Where
old meets new, the architecture has
been meticulously and sensitively
restored to utilise the original space.
Pulling away from the conservatism
of the heritage listed house and
in a nod of experimentation
and confidence, unique and
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unconventional features influence
the interiors of this hotel. "The
lounge interiors are dominated
by test tube glass vessels that line
the walls, a marble-clad bar acting
as the alchemist's workbench,
jewel-like objects and iconic,
statement furniture including
Edra's Gold Leather Works armchair
and an electric blue billiard table,"
Carr states.

Empowering its guests to expand
their world and their way of thinking
continually, Jackalope Hotel
redefines luxury and beauty on an
international scale. In a celebration
of the origins of alchemy, Carr
has designed a hotel that will take
guests on a visual journey, offering
a truly unique experience through
the concept, architecture and
interiors. On the completion of the
hotel, Louis Li stated; “Carr’s ability
to achieve immersive storytelling
with a sophisticated and luxurious
outcome exceeded my expectations.”

Collaboratively, what Carr and Li
have produced, is an entirely new
experience of the countryside on
the Mornington Peninsula. Utterly
redefining the term 'destination
hotel,' Jackalope has brought to
life a future icon of hotel design.
Designed in the style of modern
minimalism; Jackalope offers a newconcept in guest experience, fuelled
by transformative and designdriven thinking.

←
Geode Pool Bar at
Jackalope Hotel
Photographed by
Sharyn Cairns
↖
Flaggerdoot Cocktail
Bar at Jackalope Hotel
Photographed by
Sharyn Cairns
↑
Jackalope's 46 rooms
introduce guests to a
world of relaxation
Photographed by
Sharyn Cairns
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Photosynthesis Light
Spectrum
Shown in the diagram is
the PAR region, a relatively
small band within the light
spectrum. The curves indicate
the spectral response of the
two molecules, Chlorophyll A
and Chlorophyll B.

A New Application of
Horticultural Lighting
Horticulture is the science and art of growing
plants and plant cultivars. The word horticulture
originates from two Latin words; hortus (which
means “garden”) and cultura (which means
“cultivation”). Horticulture aims to improve qualities
such as growth speed, yield, quality and nutritional
value. Unlike agriculture which deals with the cycle
of animal farming and strictly cultivates crops for
human consumption, horticulture only involves the
science of plant cultivation.
Contributor: David Ho / Unios
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DAVID HO IS THE ENGINEERING MANAGER AT
Unios, he has a keen interest in horticulture, and in particular,
horticultural lighting. David states that in the field of lighting,
there have been rapid improvements in light emitting diodes
(LEDs) within the last decade. These developments have seen
substantial advancements in understanding, developing and
providing efficient ways of cultivating plants indoors.
Indoor greenhouses go as far back in history to the late 1800’s
where a botanist by the name of Charles Lucien Bonaparte
built the first modern greenhouse. Indoor horticulture is a
growing field of study with various advantages, including the
ability to control the environment where plants can be grown.
"Various advantages of growing plants indoors include;
control of light exposure duration, tailoring light intensities
and spectrum outputs to suit the individual plants and
allowing plants to be cultivated in locations where previously
not possible," David remarks. He continues, "Furthermore,
indoor horticulture can control the characteristics of fruits
and vegetables, such as a consistent taste and colour."
David confirms that the above advantages remove the
challenges faced by our changing natural climate and outdoor
plant cultivation. As plants require light as its primary
source of energy to promote growth through the process
of photosynthesis, many studies have been conducted to
determine which wavelengths of light plants respond to most.

"Studies have shown plants respond to wavelengths within
a relatively small band of light – 400nm -700nm (known as
the Photosynthetically Active Radiation (PAR) region), with
the limits of this band being violet-blue (~400nm) and reds
(~700nm)." David comments.
On Chlorophyll A, David discusses the critical role the
molecule plays in photosynthesis as it absorbs energy from
wavelengths of blue-violet and orange-red light. "It is deemed
the essential part, as its molecules are responsible for the
entire process." In comparison to A, B absorbs blue and red
wavelengths that are closer to the green/yellow spectrum,
which acts as an accessory pigment.
Over the last few years, LEDs have taken a giant leap in their
efficacy, which has seen the demand of LEDs in horticultural
lighting grow at an exponential rate, thus becoming an area
of focus for manufacturers. Unlike its predecessors (metal
halides and high-pressure sodium lamps), LED horticultural
lights have been engineered specifically to produce
wavelengths that promote plant growth, resulting in a much
more efficient light source. David confirms that previously,
the two main deterrents of using LED technology was the
cost and that their efficacy was not substantial enough to
justify the expense.
"There are many advantages of LED technology over its
predecessors," David explains. He comments some benefits
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↑
A green wall in an
office space showcases
indoor horticulture with
plant growth.
→
LED technology has
taken over the grow
light industry for indoor
horticulture.

include lower heat generation, (which reduces the amount
of energy spent on controlling temperatures within the
environment and water usage), a smaller form factor which
allows for multi-level growing and an overall smaller volume
of space used, which results in greater production efficiency.
“LEDs are creating safer environments for horticulturalists by
removing harmful gaseous content housed in light bulbs too,”
David remarks.
Horticultural lighting certainly presents many advantages
for plant cultivation, especially for the use of human
consumption. "In a farming sense, we can grow plants in
parts of the world that we couldn’t grow plants before and
keep vegetation supply consistent all year round with faster
yields to feed an ever-increasing population," David explains.
Excitably, he reveals how all of this will come at a smaller
environmental footprint to previous lighting technologies.

CONTRIBUTOR
DAVID HO
is the Engineering Manager
of Unios
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Notably, plants and their fruits have other advantages beyond
being put on the table for human consumption. The use of
plants in office and hospitality spaces have become a growing
trend with studies discovering several benefits for occupants.
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"So much so that the Green Building Council of Australia
(GBCA) acknowledges the use of indoor plants in office spaces
and offers points towards their certification," David remarks.
David discusses that not only do greenwalls or planters act
as pieces of art throughout indoor spaces; they also promote
good health by removing toxins lingering through the air
within a room. Case studies have also indicated that by having
plants throughout office spaces, occupants are more focussed
and less stressed. "Gone are the days with limited access to
natural light meant no plants could co-exist," David states.
“Horticultural lighting makes this a possibility.”
Research shows that LEDs have already surpassed its
predecessors in market demand and trends show this only
becoming a more solidified position in the not too distant
future. As LED technology becomes more flexible in its
form factors, different styles of horticultural luminaires are
starting to be designed and offered. “Watching this space in
the coming years and the innovations that come with it will
undoubtedly be exciting,” David confirms.
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A journey in
time and light
The 20th century saw significant changes in the
way we light spaces. From incandescent to LED,
countless opportunities are now readily available
through the innovative progressions which have
transpired through light.
Contributor: Keith Ritchie / Lights & Tracks

FRESH-FACED TO THE INDUSTRY, KEITH RITCHIE
stepped into his first job with global leader Thorn Lighting
Industries in 1968. This is where Keith began his extraordinary
journey in the world of lighting.
Keith is the founder of Lights & Tracks (a supplier of
commercial and architectural project lighting). His experience
commenced with Thorn, where he learnt all facets of the
manufacturing and marketing functions of a large company.
“I thought about training to be an electrician, but then
decided that a suit and tie was a better career choice for me,”
Keith remarks. Going on to explain that the huge initial salary
of $30 per week was too good to refuse.
Keith explains that he rose through the ranks of the company
to become an outside representative responsible for sales in
Victoria and Tasmania. Back then the market was dominated
by a few main players including Philips, Osram and Thorn,
all of whom operated in a much more limited market. The
fittings, fixtures, lamps and tubes were manufactured out of
the same head office and production factory in Melbourne,
Victoria or imported from the UK. It was during this period
that Thorn would make significant innovations that would
pave the way to their long-term success. An early example was
to make extruded aluminium high impact resistant IP rated
fluorescent fixtures. Keith says this was really groundbreaking
at the time.

Keith says being immersed in the lighting industry for
over five decades means he has witnessed the exponential
advances that have completely changed the industry. "The
most significant change was the products themselves, they
were constantly evolving, especially at a time when we were
limited to incandescent, compact fluorescent and halogen
types." Keith goes on to explore the design freedom that the
new age products of today have allowed for; such as having
the ability to illuminate artwork or pictures with more
compact and efficient directional fixtures.
As Keith reflects on the progressive developments within the
industry, he recalls when halogen had six or eight different
beam spreads and a few wattages. "There was no colour
temperature variation or anything like we have today." He
speaks of a time when everyone thought halogen would
be the biggest thing to happen to light; “To us, it was the
mobile phone of lighting.” These indeed were the times
when one light source did the job, and with this perspective,
we must consider how far the nature of lighting has come.
Keith laughs; "Light was much simpler when there was just
a fluorescent tube or a couple of incandescent lamps in the
fixture - I'll tell you that!"
Keith explores the various changes lighting design has seen
over the years but reinforces that no matter how much time
passes, the process will always call for trust.

←
A clipping from The Herald, December
23, 1987 showcasing the restoration and
design of the chandeliers in the Legislative
Assembly which Keith played a major role in.
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Highbay Luminaire

Cylinder Luminaires

Surface Mount Luminaires

Spotlight Luminaires

Power: 400W
Lamp Type: Metal Halide

Power: 100W
Lamp Type: Incandescent

Power: 60W
Lamp Type: Fluorescent

Power: 150W
Lamp Type: Incandescent

LED Equivalent

LED Equivalent

LED Equivalent

LED Equivalent

Power: 150-200W
Lamp Type: SMD
(Surface-Mount Device)

Power: 18-25W
Lamp Type: COB
(Chip on Board)

Power: 25-30W
Lamp Type: SMD
(Surface-Mount Device)

Power: 30-45W
Lamp Type: COB
(Chip on Board)

“You’ve got to be innovative
with your ideas, and don't
dismiss anything -- especially
if people think something is
just going to be a fad. A lot of
fads from my time quickly
became the norm.”
↑
A comparison between
luminaires utilising
older technology and
new LED technology.

↗
A display of various
architectural and
decorative luminaires
in the Lights &
Tracks showroom.
Doncaster, 1974.

"Get your clients thinking - it can be as simple as suggesting
a light by an external door that they've never thought of.” He
states that once the client knows you've dedicated yourself to
a good lighting outcome, you will have their confidence in the
design process and from there, the projects will follow.
Through his expertise, Keith demonstrates that a good
lighting outcome will always come down to knowledge. "Quite
often it doesn't cost more; it's just about rearranging the
lighting points on the drawing." He says that you can gain the
trust of architects and designers by showing less is sometimes
better when it comes to the design. "I've always liked a bit of
light and shade," he says. "I'm not one for uniform lighting
(unless it has to be done by code), but if you are going for an
effect, mood or a feeling, having a defined gap between the
light source works best."
Undoubtedly, lighting has seen exponential growth since the
tungsten filament for incandescent light bulbs. Keith clarifies
that people took a while to embrace LEDs, but it gained traction
after the initial scepticism of the innovation died down. "Clients
wanted to wait and see what it could do, where it was going,
and if it would be around in five years." It was a time when
the biggest thing working in LEDs favour, was its size. The
advantages being that you could get far more lumen output
for the wattage and that translated into fewer fixtures that
needed to be purchased by the client.
It's hard to imagine a time when LEDs weren't a driving force
behind the lighting industry, but it was a certain reality for
Keith - one that entirely revolutionised his business.
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"The technology came along and then it was integrated into
lighting," he explains. Today, we see so many more innovative
uses for LED technology. Keith reveals the most apparent
for him being strip lighting. "It didn't exist before LED came
along - well it did but cove lighting back in those days was
little incandescent 5W lamps that lasted fives minutes," he
states. With LED, came the complete control of what we
could do with light.
Keith elaborates on LED in its efficiency; stating that it
was a new dawn when it first came to light, even in its
earliest form. “It was 20% of the energy for 100% of the
light.” With LED being a pivotal change in the transition
of technology; we've seen a complete transformation in
the way we design buildings, with greater energy-savings,
the ability to miniaturise fixtures, and a better quality of
light. This innovation gave us the ability to create moods
with light; with more beam angles and various colour
temperatures readily available to us. Keith confirms the
movement in technology was truly great; "LED meant
that you were able to offer so much more, it really was
such an innovation."
When it comes to the impact lighting has had on society
in its infancy, convenience is the most obvious and notable
result. "Automation means everything can be controlled
exactly how you like it," Keith states. With lighting
automation comes the ability to change levels to affect
mood, emphasise architecture, illuminate art, and influence
action, it can be paramount to the success of any project.

Keith believes that as a human race, we have embraced
anything that makes our lives easier, and lighting
automation is just one aspect of this convenient nature
which we desire.
Of course, no one can predict the future of lighting or what
direction the technology is headed, but for Keith, he believes
that it will inevitably keep moving forward; "Nobody can
afford to stand still, especially in lighting," he states. He
identifies that the use of 2700K is more prevalent than ever,
as it provides a warmer tone which is more conducive to
comfort in spaces such as hotel, restaurants and residential
spaces. Concerning luminous efficacy, Keith explains the
dramatic improvements LED technology has made since
its inception, as it now takes far less power to get the same
lumen output from an equivalent light source.

CONTRIBUTOR
KEITH RITCHIE

is the Founder of
Lights & Tracks

Keith also believes that a significant focus for lighting will
be placed on workspaces and amenities, stating that builders
and architects will incorporate smart lighting design into
their builds. As time progresses, modern architecture is
becoming very edgy and hard, Keith believes that softer
lighting in these new buildings will make workspaces far
more user-friendly and help people to be more productive in
their daily lives.
In an industry that is progressing at such a rapid pace, all we
can do is be ready for the next change, adapt with the market
and try and be ahead of the rest. "You've got to be innovative
with your ideas, and don't dismiss anything - especially if
people think something is just going to be a fad.
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A lot of fads from my time quickly became the norm,"
Keith expresses.
As designers discover the growing importance of natural
light to people, Keith says we must learn to replicate this
into the design of buildings and the spaces we live. He
believes this gives users the feeling of being in a healthier
environment and in turn, makes a difference to people's
capacity in what they can achieve.
Keith reflects on a particularly memorable project he took
part in 1997. "We were involved with the Stonehenge Group,
Joanne Blessing and Miriam Mahemoff with the lighting
for the Australian Consulate-General's residence in Kobe,
Japan," he begins. This project involved the use of Australian
building materials and practice to create a unique structure
that called upon other well-known designers of the day.
Including Ken Done and Mark Browning to contribute their
expertise. This experience was eye-opening for Keith to
understand what integrated design by a committed team
truly meant. Described as a merge of Japanese and Australian
culture it showcased what a cooperative relationship
delivered to this creative design. Keith used custom-made
directional luminaires to highlight the Australian timbers
and enhanced the Japanese culture with modern lighting
that made everything jump out at the end user.
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"The highlighting effect of the features and materials was
one of my most satisfying achievements. It was great to
see how my experience and expertise had contributed to a
fantastic outcome," Keith reveals.
Another historical project Keith took part in was the
restoration of 19th-century crystal chandeliers that were
placed in the dining hall of parliament house in 1987.
The chandeliers weighed more than two tonnes, were
suspended by cable, lowered onto scaffolding and dressed
with 5700 individual pieces of leaf crystal imported from
Ireland. John Cain had reinstated the chandeliers which
his father had pulled out from generations before when
he was the premier of Victoria. Keith says the public
works department has decided to repaint the ceilings and
reinstate them back to their original glory. "We ended
up putting warm light fluorescent battens behind the
backplate on one of the fittings to highlight the freshly
painted new ceiling," Keith states.
Another significant change that occurred in the industry
for Keith was when the government introduced the BCA
(Building Code of Australia) for lighting. This change meant
the market had to supply more efficient LED fittings to
meet the introduced maximum wattage per square metre
allowances and comply with regulations.

↖↗
The Consulate-General's
residence in Kobe, Japan
had a great emphasis on
Australian architecture
and lighting which proved
monumental and historical to
Australia's design progress.

Unquestionably, Keith has seen exponential growth and
developments in the 50 years he has spent illuminating the
industry. "Who would have thought of all the things we have in
lighting now that we didn't have then." He further elaborates
that from a technical side, there are more tools readily available
that makes product information extremely accessible.

Project Credits
Keith Ritchie,
Lights & Tracks

Keith reflects on his career, and the critical role lighting still
plays in the built environment; "There's always going to be a
place for design input into a lighting project, it's just a matter
of keeping that on the forefront of client and specifiers'
minds." He emphasises that lighting is always about the
product, what it can do and how you can get the best use out
of it. Keith also alludes to the importance of people within the
role; "You need a team to pull it all together - I don't think it
can or ever will be done at the push of a button."

Joanne Blesing,
Blesing Design
Miriam Mahemoff,
FDIA, Drawn Circle
Stonehenge Group

→
A 60W wall reading
light from 1975,
featuring an orange
spherical design.
→
A 60W wall reading
light from 1975,
featuring a white coneshaped design.

The shift in lighting technology has entirely transformed the
design process and opened up countless opportunities for
the aesthetics and use within a space. What we can take away
from Keith's extraordinary career is that change is inevitable
and to stay at the forefront of our competitors, we must learn
to adapt to change quickly. "It really has come a long way..."
he concludes.
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Food for Thought
Lighting design for hospitality projects is a
demanding and convoluted task. Each space
needs to appear visually interesting and intriguing
while possessing a seamless integration of
elements and materials that need to create an
attractive whole.
Contributor: Paul Lim / Mata Design Studio

LIGHTING SELECTION USUALLY REQUIRES
extensive thought and discussion with the people who will
be spending the most amount of time within the space. For
hospitality, diners need to be able to read menus, see their
food as well as each other, all while enjoying a relaxing and
appealing atmosphere created by the lighting design. The key
to a successful lighting outcome in hospitality relies on the
application of both indirect and direct lighting, with a layered
design achieved by combining various luminaires.
Paul Lim, Director and Lead Designer at Mata Design Studio
is familiar with the challenges that come with lighting a
hospitality space. According to Paul, lighting design has always
been an integral part of his projects, and through his jobs, he
has been able to explore it in further detail. He believes smart
lighting design will transform a good space into a profound
space, whether that be a boutique hotel or a large scale, public
urban design. What characterises exceptional lighting design
to Paul is an understanding of technology, a consideration of
the design concept, an application of different luminaires and
facilitation of mood through colour. "I strongly believe that
through well considered, technical illumination, a project can
truly stand out. Lighting can make guests feel comfortable and
at ease without them even knowing why,” he states.
Paul's local and international travels continue to inspire his
interior design work. He identifies the abundance of visual

media as a source of inspiration that can open the door
to influences from all corners of the world. Although this
inspiration can come from anywhere, Paul believes it is the
background research and briefing from a client that creates
the beginnings of a great space in hospitality design.
Paul focusses his attention towards LED when discussing
the significant changes he has witnessed within the lighting
industry. He explains that with the rapid onset of this
technology, it has fundamentally changed the way designers
think and use lighting within their projects. “Seeing the
change from tungsten to LED, in its infancy to now with
improved efficiency, CRI and lumen output, it has come so
far,” Paul remarks. He comments that LED not only changes
the way we embrace lighting but has also allowed designers to
improve their knowledge in use of products.
Mobility, operating temperature, range of light output and
improved efficiency continues to shape how designers apply
light uniquely to their projects. A designer's understanding of
current technology and an awareness of what is on the horizon
will only improve the way projects will now be illuminated.
For Paul, he expresses enthusiasm towards the improved
accessibility of automation and control systems. “I am
particularly excited by this advanced technology and how this
may be more cost-effective and obtainable for people across
the board,” he reveals.

←
Tavolo, Cloverdale
Photographed by D-Max Photography
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As any designer will tell you, the challenge in lighting is to
create one smooth application that will not create a space that
appears too cluttered or manipulated. A true indication of
success to Paul is walking into a Mata Design Studio created
space and seeing the venue active and busy, “there is nothing
that makes me happier,” he remarks. For Paul, his primary
drive is the challenge of creating unique and successful spaces
for his clients, whether that be from a functional, aesthetic, or
business level.

↓→
Rice Baby, Subiaco
Photographed by
Richard Lu

One of Paul's favourite Mata Design Studio projects to date
is Rice Baby, a modern Asian restaurant in Subiaco, Perth.
Rice Baby was a project where materials, textures, colours
and patterns were playfully employed to create a design for a
casual, local eatery with a bar that opens from lunch to dinner.
“Within the existing built fabric, we had the opportunity to
design a new dining concept for the client and explore the
concept of the Asian restaurant,” he states. In the design, Mata
Design Studio moved away from traditional notions of the
stereotypical Chinese restaurant, using a wide range of lighting
applications from ambient to direct lighting which highlighted
furniture, plants and art. Paul establishes that Rice Baby is
a smart, modern dining space for all demographics, with a
detailed, timeless design and a 'shophouse' undertone.

←↙↑
Island Market,
Trigg Beach
Photographed
by D-Max
Photography

When approaching lighting a hospitality space, utilising a
variety of techniques to highlight, define and create general
illumination for the textures, materials, colours, features and
pathways is vital. Paul confirms from experience, the main
difference between lighting design in a cafe to a restaurant is
the transition which a restaurant space needs to make from a
daytime to a nighttime environment with ease and simplicity.
In the context of lighting design for hospitality, we see that
casual establishments may naturally have a brighter setting,
while a fine dining establishment may possess a moodier
ambience. Paul emphasises that every project is unique and will
have a different set of requirements which he will need to tailor
a solution to fit.
With any lighting design; ambience, CRI, colour temperature,
the mood you want to achieve and types of luminaires used
are critical factors in creating the desired space. Paul believes
these environments can engage patrons and elevate the
experimental quality of the design. “Great spaces can evoke a
sense of emotion, and by highlighting particular elements or
even hiding them, the user is given an edited and controlled
representation of the space,” he comments. This application
allows the space to look its best at all times, whether it be the
colours, textures or the backlighting. Paul emphasises that good
lighting design will typically ensure the venue seems warm
and inviting (colour temperatures between 2700K and 3000K).
He confirms the design should also be layered with several
luminaires for varying effects, have a balanced contrast on
surfaces and materials and give the venue an ability to control
the lighting levels and effects, when required.
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“Great spaces
can evoke a sense
of emotion, and
by highlighting
particular elements
or even hiding them,
the user is given an
edited and controlled
representation of
the space.”

↑→
Bar Botanik,
North Perth
Photographed by
D-Max Photography

As hospitality design progresses, Paul believes the industry
is becoming increasingly competitive, narrowing this down
to consumers becoming more educated (particularly with
today's technology) and with the ease of obtaining information.
Confirming that this level is causing a shift for businesses to
focus more on craftsmanship, quality and originality. “We see
the need to create something unique for our clients, which
makes it a much more interesting and varied landscape for
everyone,” he confirms. Though Mata Design Studio draws
some inspiration from trends, they typically steer clear of them,
explaining that trends change and with the rise of fast fashion,
they are moving quicker than ever. “When working in the
commercial sphere, it's important that the fit-out will be able to
still look relevant in a couple of years time,” Paul explains.

With the high level of competition in the hospitality design
industry, Paul explains some strategies Mata Design Studio
adopt to stay at the forefront of their competitors, “We
encourage collaboration within the studio between designers
so that each project benefits from a broad range of experiences.”
Paul discusses the importance of keeping in touch with
suppliers regularly to obtain current knowledge of products
and confirm what is happening in other industries that align
with the design. To understand what is trending both locally
and internationally, Mata Design Studio also analyses various
projects, from digital or print media sources. Paul affirms that
well-considered lighting design and selection will help deliver
a distinctive, pleasant and memorable experience as well as
making a vital contribution to the visitor experience.

CONTRIBUTOR
PAUL LIM
is the Director of
Mata Design Studio

Bar Botanik, North Perth
Photographed by D-Max Photography
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Creating Better Places
for Learning with Light
Ongoing research is discovering that balanced lighting
systems in classrooms are vital for the learning of
students and that one of the best ways to reduce
melatonin levels (the hormone that induces sleep) is with
the right type of light. Recent studies found that fewer
mistakes are made, concentration is improved and a
curb in hyperactivity in younger pupils is achievable when
adaptable lights are incorporated.
Contributors: Marc Greco / Engineering Consultants Australia, Gerry de Wind / Mondoluce

MARC GRECO, DIRECTOR OF ENGINEERING
Consultants Australia, agrees that lighting is a fundamental
consideration in effective classroom design for the health and
benefits of students. He says that designers who have a better
understanding of the significant role lighting levels play in
classrooms help create better learning environments.
Gerry de Wind from Mondoluce, a Perth commercial and
architectural lighting company is also familiar with the
importance of light in the education sector. He believes first
and foremost, lighting levels (intensity), lighting scenes
(adjustability), glare control and colour temperature are the
factors that improve productivity within a classroom.
There are two main reasons why the design of lighting in
schools is imperative; the considerable amount of energy
lighting uses in schools, and the positive effects lighting can
have on students and teachers. Decisions on illumination
should take into account student productivity, their circadian
rhythm, the use of multi-functional areas, newer technologies
and sustainability. Other factors will include the lifespan,
replacement and running costs of equipment and the benefits
of well-designed lighting to the health, well-being and
performance of students and teachers.
Productivity begins with your circadian rhythm, which is the
24-hour internal clock running in the background of your brain
and cycles between sleepiness and alertness at regular intervals.

Replicating the daily cycle of natural lighting positively
impacts our energy levels, ability to concentrate and general
well-being. The tonality of sunlight varies during the day, with
this cycle replicated by changing the colour temperature of
light sources. Given that natural light connects to significant
improvements in student performance; solar light tubes,
natural lighting shafts and glass areas are now being frequently
used to take advantage of it.
In extreme conditions, where natural light is limited, such
as in the Arctic and Antarctic circles, humans experience
difficulty in maintaining a positive level of energy and wellbeing. Seasonal Affective Disorder (SAD) is the manifestation
of limited exposure to the right level of appropriate colour of
light. SAD corrective therapies include exposure to a preset
cycle, where the small sensors in our eyes are exposed to the
right triggers. This therapy assists in performing similarly to
being in a more conventional natural light condition and can
take up to 20 minutes per day. Marc says that while SAD is not
directly relevant to education, it exemplifies the critical role
that natural light plays in our lives. Therefore incorporating
natural light and considering the cycles and impact on pupils
is a relevant and vital consideration to lighting design for the
education sector.
In consideration of productivity within the classroom,
adjusting the light levels at various times of the day,

Joseph Banks Secondary College,
Photographed by Ron Tan
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Modern technology has provided us with opportunities to
efficiently retrofit old lighting systems with LED, helping to
facilitate energy savings while accommodating to a budget.
Referencing the transition from old technologies to new, Gerry
explains that tunable white light is a new technology that
enables users to adjust the colour temperature of a lamp in real
time. Most recent manufacturer offerings provide a tunable
spectrum with an effective range that covers both warm and
cool temperatures. With this new technology, solutions are
available to facilitate the individual requirements of each school
and in particular, each learning environment.
Bluetooth control is another progression which means facilities
adopting this technology can monitor faults and data from a
local server or remote device to collate, making it more energy
and time efficient. "With more technology, more solutions
are available to facilitate the individual requirements of each
school, class and client," Gerry explains.
Skilful luminaire layout plays a vital role for both students and
teachers in the classroom. The correct use of colour and well
thought-out lighting intensity adjustment in different parts of
the learning environment amplify comfort and well-being and
should reflect the function of the space.

↑
Joseph Banks
Secondary College,
Photographed by
Ron Tan
↗→
Trinity College,
Photographed by
Ron Tan
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(particularly in the morning and after lunch) reduces melatonin
levels. Choosing low glare lighting is also a vital factor being
that teachers and students are in the classroom for long
periods of time. Environments with significant glare can affect
wellness and cause discomfort, along with the interference of
whiteboards and screens.
Changes in the spaces of schools, such as collaborative
learning and multi-functional areas are creating a need
for more adaptable lighting fit for all purposes concerning
lighting control. Gerry states that illumination has to be
more interactive to alter as learning conditions change, with
dimmable luminaires often being chosen over others so they
can accommodate to collaborative spaces. Gerry also notes
that throughout schools, we are now seeing more suspended
extrusions and linear fittings in larger areas, with an increase
in decorative feature luminaires to make school environments
resemble a more exciting and stimulating place to learn.
In Australia, primary schools follow a specific pattern of design
while high schools have more flexibility to introduce smart
design initiatives, which includes lighting. Marc explores the
built environment of universities, which have predominantly
collaborative spaces and a large number of staff and students
which resemble more of an office or workspace. Marc states
that universities tend to have larger budgets presented, which
renders more creative lighting solutions.
On a collaboration front, Mondoluce believe a shared space
encourages better learning environments and stimulation
suited to older students where team building, ideas and
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opinions come into play. Lighting in such shared environments
need to be multi-functional while inspiring creativity; “A love
for learning in a space students find inspiring will, in turn,
achieve better results,” illustrates Gerry.
Contrary to this, younger students still benefit from a closed
classroom environment which eliminates outside distractions.
Low glare and adjustable lighting helps with the wellness of the
students in these learning conditions for extended periods of
time and help to keep focus.
We are slowly beginning to see driving factors of existing
buildings moving towards newer technology, with regards
to sustainability; “The energy and maintenance savings by
changing to more efficient LED lighting means school budgets
can be put towards other facilities and upgrades in the school,”
says Gerry. He clarifies that in 2018, there is more of a focus on
sustainability, so sourcing lighting that is daylight harvesting,
energy saving and low maintenance is indeed a priority.
Marc comments, “Daylight harvesting is now specified in the
National Construction Code (NCC), and more advanced systems
are gaining space in an industry sector that is generally cautious
and where some pockets rely on tried and tested recipes.”
With LED making advancements widely available and
affordable, variable colour temperature sources are readily
accessible and have significant positive impacts on health. Old
technology in these environments have become inefficient and
require a lot more maintenance with regular lamp changes as
they burn out. The longevity of new technology means fewer
working hours are spent replacing lamps.

With a rising demand for buildings to move
in an environmentally friendly and energy
efficient direction, lighting design in the
education sector is a vital consideration for
the built environment.

Gerry explains that the control of
lighting in these environments
is slowly being given back to the
occupants to adjust accordingly to
their individual needs. “Being able to
recreate feelings of well-being even
in a closed environment, through the
skilful use of light and colour, has
become an increasingly important
challenge,” he says. Gerry also states
that having the ability to use fewer
or a variety of different fittings to
create more light makes it easier to
accommodate to different budgets
and still provide ideal light levels.
From his extensive experience, Marc
encourages lighting designers and
engineers to enjoy the opportunities
where value is added, energy is
saved, and there is an advancement
in practices, all resulting in better
outcomes for the community.
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Changes in the spaces
of schools, such as
collaborative learning
and multi-functional
areas are creating a need
for more adaptable
lighting fit for all
purposes concerning
lighting control.

Mondoluce believes that a shared space
encourages more collaborative learning
and stimulation suited to older students
where team building, ideas and opinions
come into play.

Trinity College
and Joseph
Banks Secondary
College have seen
significant benefits
from an efficient
lighting design.

Marc believes that with sensors coming up a mere 3mm in
diameter and fitting within light globes, socket outlets, and
numerous day-to-day controls, the likes of presence detectors
and light switches will completely change.
When exploring retrofit lighting projects, designers must
consider specific parameters, with many factors up for
consideration; glare, colour quality, uniform light levels,
application and dimming. When lighting designs or retrofits
are performed appropriately, energy and maintenance savings
will be an added benefit of the product; however, it is not the
paramount goal.
Trinity College, an independent school in East Perth, has seen
significant benefits in an efficient lighting project. In the
building upgrade, the lighting design and performance of
the school was modified to be of the highest quality for the
application in aesthetics, performance and adaptability.
Engineering Technology Consultants (ETC) in collaboration
with Mondoluce, selected recessed canopy lights for a sleek,
minimalist design to complement the architecture, ceiling

Trinity College
Trinity College is well known for its
athletic pedigree. Considering this, the
lighting selection for the multipurpose
facility needed to cater for a wide range
of sporting activities. Sleek, minimalistic
luminaires were chosen to compliment
the architecture, ceiling and internal wall
features of the newly designed facility,
which provided high-quality illumination.
Recessed canopy lights were also
selected due to their low maintenance
and energy efficiency which increased
aesthetics, performance and visibility
within the space.
←↑
Joseph Banks
Secondary College,
Photographed by
Ron Tan

He states, “buildings stay for
generations, and we have the
opportunity to offer systems and
lighting that are slightly ahead of
our time, providing an asset that will
be of value now and in the future.”
Estimates show that lighting can
account for more than a quarter
of school energy consumption,
which is a significant component
of yearly budgets. In response,
designers have created an innovative
solution to save on wasteful energy
consumption and high costs,
replacing dated manual controls
with advanced digital lighting
control systems. Marc states that
this technology is affordable and is
a system that homeowners, facility,
and building managers all need
to adopt. “Some of these include
apps on your mobile device, simple
WiFi protocols, accessible to all,”
he remarks.
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and internal wall features of the newly designed multipurpose
facility. The low maintenance, energy efficient LEDs provided
increased visibility for the multitude of internal sporting
activities. With dimmable functions providing full lighting
flexibility for assemblies via a C-Bus lighting control system.
Following the construction of Joseph Banks Secondary College
Stage 1 in 2015, Stage 2 sees energy-saving LED fittings used
throughout its upgrade. In particular, linear LED luminaires were
utilised in all classrooms to achieve a modern and functional
teaching space. With extremely low glare, these luminaires
accommodate for various learning and teaching environments.
For this project, Wood & Grieve Engineers in collaboration
with Mondoluce, selected LED panels to the audio and visual
recording studios along with associated media classrooms as
they required uniformity and colour accuracy. Slimline, recessed
fittings were also used throughout the student service areas to
discretely blend with the raking ceilings and provide ample light
for illuminating the space.

CONTRIBUTOR
GERRY DE WIND
is the Managing Director
of Mondoluce

With a rising demand for buildings to move in an
environmentally friendly and energy efficient direction, lighting
design in the education sector is a vital consideration for the
built environment. From primary schools to universities, LED
lighting has enhanced and created learning environments that
students find comfortable and conducive to learning. Designers
now have the responsibility to set schools up for success with
safe, comfortable learning spaces that inspire concentration and
support educational objectives.

Joseph Banks Secondary College
Energy saving LEDs were fit throughout
Joseph Banks Secondary College
Stage 2 in 2017. Recognised as one of
the most advanced and well equipped
public schools in Western Australia, the
classrooms now feature slim profile
LED luminaires to achieve a modern
and functional teaching space. To
incorporate uniformity and colour
accuracy amongst the audio/visual
recording studios and associated media
classrooms, LED panels were also
applied. High visual lights were utilised
in student services to discretely blend
in with the raking ceilings of the school
while providing ample light and comfort
in illuminating the space.
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There's No Place
Like Home
Gone are the days of incandescent light bulbs
and limited possibilities for your lighting choices.
It's 2018 and with the rapid movement of
technology in addition to evolving, innovative
design, luminaires come in all shapes and sizes to
appropriately compliment and create moods for
various architectural applications.
Contributor: Danielle Mastro / Lights Lights Lights

IT'S NO SECRET HOMEOWNERS GENERALLY
overlook the initial lighting concept, usually focussing solely on
the design layout; the colour of the walls, or furniture choices.
As lighting serves a significant purpose in both functionality
and aesthetics, lighting designers from all around Australia
are rallying together to educate further the boundless
opportunities in which lighting choices can create.
Lighting contribution is an integral part of any residential
design, just ask Danielle, who is all too familiar in assisting
with this fundamental task. Having worked in the industry for
the last eleven years, and appearing on The Block, an awardwinning renovation show for her guidance in lighting choices.
Danielle firmly believes that because people are currently
investing so much in architecture, lighting is more vital than
ever and that the two go hand in hand.
Notably, within the last ten years, lighting has changed
dramatically, evolving from a passive element of the home to
an opportunity in creating desirable environments and taking
complete control of each design. The role of lighting design
has grown exponentially, from placing countless downlights
everywhere, to education in sourcing various luminaires for the
home to compliment each structural characteristic. Danielle
says her fundamental goal over the years has been to teach and
inform her customers on other ways to light a space. She states

that with the aid of mediums such as social media, that stagnant
mentality has finally shifted, especially with the opportunity to
showcase the latest products and projects via these accessible
platforms. In particular Pinterest, Instagram and Houzz have
reshaped our ideas and provided affordable design inspiration to
creatives, along with everyday homeowners.
With LEDs dominating the market due to their efficiency and long
lifetime, diverse applications have now become readily available.
Danielle discusses the changes lighting has seen over time; from
halogen to fluorescent, to LED. In regards to LED, Danielle believes
that not only can designers now create a better colour rendered
space, but a more sustainable approach can be applied.
When it comes to the initial stages of lighting an area, being
spatially aware is imperative, as ceiling height and size of the
space always needs to be considered so that the room is lit
appropriately. Danielle confirms that above all, you need to
understand the client, who they are and what they are going to
do in that space. A needs analysis should be completed prior,
to know how the client is going to meander through the area.
“Do they have children, are they single, do they entertain a lot?”
Danielle remarks. With the idea that the light doesn't always
need to assert downwards, Danielle does a lot of uplighting
and pin spotting on walls. This aids in keeping an open and soft
environment, and refrains from creating a closed in setting.

←
Middle Park Project, by Architecton
Photographed by Jack Lovel
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With the current importance placed
on lighting designers, Danielle
firmly believes it is an opportunity
to tell the story of the build for each
home. “It truly is the accessory of
the home; it creates movement,
dimensions, it's what gives the build
life,” she reinforces. Continuing,
"Gathering data on the build, talking
and reading plans are all part of the
job for lighting designers, as they
share the journey, the knowledge,
the passion and from there, the
client can feel empowered to make
their own choices."
As lighting is an element of styling,
the choice can entirely make or
break a rooms feel. As far as trends
go, there has been much more of
an organic selection going on for
2018, with more and more natural
materials used amongst the home.
Danielle states that from her clients,
there is a push for more daylight,
liking to an airy feel, which the
light then needs to transcend.
Homeowners have fallen in love
with soft colours with an emphasis
for rustic finishes and metals, along
with the minimal approach of clean
lines and less clutter.
↑→
Designed by Aimee
Tarulli, built by Thomas
Archer Homes
Photographed by
James Geer
↗
Display home by
Mazzei Homes,
Photographed by
SMCD Photography
↗
Porter Davis Homes,
Photographed by DPI
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Given each client has different
needs, it is imperative that the
design journey embarked upon is
entirely tailored. “Of course, there
are similar principles in every design
but the way I apply these depend
primarily on the need for the life
that exists in the space and the
personality of the structure itself,”
she states.
When approaching residential
lighting, one must consider
reflectance, surfaces, materials,
natural daylight, colour, style and
vision. Danielle exemplifies that
it is easy to light a bathroom with
an understanding that all the tiles
will be white, however, if the client
changes to a dark tile last minute,
the way the light emits is going
to be entirely different. Scenarios
like this confirm why hearing your
clients vision throughout and
understanding the truth behind the
build is so important.

“In today's financial climate,
consumers are investing in their
bricks and mortar more than
ever. They recognise the value of a
property and spend a great deal of
money and time in the planning
stages of their build, enlisting in
architects who are producing work
that rivals the best in the world,”
Danielle explains. From this, the
critical role of lighting in residential
spaces is recognised, and with this
light, the build awakens. “The light
reflects our life and our character,
and often this is the only static
fitting that offers a decorative
tone,” states Danielle. Establishing
that designers now possess the
confidence in their skill to change
the entire atmosphere of a home
with light.

CONTRIBUTOR
DANIELLE MASTRO
is the Director of
Lights Lights Lights

Danielle states that in residential
lighting, the scale of a build can
vary from a small three bedroom
home renovation to a multi-million
dollar display home, “each have their
complexities,” she remarks.
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“Of course, there are
similar principles
in every design but
the way I apply these
depend primarily
on the need for the
life that exists in
the space and the
personality of the
structure itself.”

Step by step to
stunning residential
lighting design

1
The Analysis
Lighting designers begin by gathering data
on the build; they read plans, talk and listen,
as the client tells the story of their life and
how they plan to meander through the
space. Designers understand it is essential
for clients to be heard and to know the truth
behind the bricks and mortar.

←
Display home by
Mazzei Homes,
Photographed by
SMCD Photography

2
The Idea

A particular favourite project Lights
Lights Lights undertook was the
lighting design for Aimee Tarulli's
home. Aimee is a renowned interior
stylist in Melbourne and was eager
to embark on the lighting journey
with Danielle. “We spent a great
deal of time discussing the lighting
design, it was all about the education
in different colour temperatures,
CRI and beam control,” Danielle
comments. Given Aimee had such a
clear vision and style for the house,
Danielle knew exactly what she
wanted from merely looking at the
two-dimensional plan.
This home had a lot of glass, so
an enormous amount of natural
daylight came through; it was
because of this that Danielle and
Aimee decided to pick black tracks
and surface mounted canisters,
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to create contrast. The lighting
selection also involved a good
quality warm white light that had a
high CRI. “We made every effort to
offer an aesthetically pleasing space
without compromising functionality
in any way,” Danielle remarks. She
concludes that multiple components
showcase Aimee's personality in the
home, and light plays an integral
part in that.
Danielle discusses another
favourite project of hers, Belmore
Road Display Home by Mazzei
Homes, explaining the design was
sustainable in her approach and that
every light had a purpose. She says
there was a layered lighting solution
created that offered flexibility and
control while maintaining a strong
focus on an artistic and appealing
design. Continuing that the home

Lighting Design Tip
The versatility of track
lighting makes it an excellent
choice for residential homes.
Significant improvements in
aesthetics, while providing
direct task illumination makes
track lighting an attractive
option for stylised lighting in
your home.

was curated by the renowned
David Bromley of Bromley and
Co, so close attention was paid to
beam control and glare which gave
complete justice to his featured art.
Dan Webster Architecture designed
the space, with an emphasis on
natural light and freedom of space
which was clear from the outset of
the build. For this reason, lighting
selections were kind to the presence
of large voids and open spaces.
Danielle expands on her passion
for lighting design by exploring an
extraordinary and original art deco
building that was once a post office
and has now been transformed into
a trendy cafe, called Postmistress.
“The brand epitomises an Italian
love affair, and the design felt very
close to my heart,” she explains.
Using track in the functional areas

for flexibility and creating custom
pieces in colours that reflected their
story, Lights Lights Lights assessed
the needs of the brand, the client,
the build and brought the restaurant
in West Brunswick to life.
Danielle thrives on the idea of
lighting design for residential homes
that no two houses are the same and
that you can create a new story with
every build. For lighting designers,
concepts are limitless. Business is just
one aspect of Lights Lights Lights
while creating a space that empowers
the community in knowledge for
lighting choice is the other.

↑
Postmistress,
built by Gaffney
Constructions
Photographed by
Nicole Stavrinidis
←
Designed by Aimee
Tarulli, built by Thomas
Archer Homes
Photographed by
James Geer

From here, lighting designers will consider
reflectances, surfaces, materials, daylight
and discuss colour, style and vision. All of
which must occur before pen even goes to
paper. Designers will begin to envision the
plan and commence a strategy to bring the
build to life with light.

3
The Design
At this point, designers will assess the
lighting requirements for each area
and apply their concept to the plan. It is
imperative to select fittings which highlight
features and make every effort to be
sustainable in their approach. Designers will
then walk their client through the plans and
educate them further on the use of light.
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Subscribe Now
Launched in September 2018, Universal Light
is a biannual magazine written by lighting
experts for the lighting specifier community.

With contributions from some of
Australia’s leading practitioners and
renowned photographers, Universal
Light gives insight into the growing
recognition and importance of
lighting in architecture.

More than a collection of case studies
and products, the magazine moves
the conversation towards advancing
technologies, the changing nature of
specification and the maturation of
digital innovations.

Published by Unios, Universal Light
comes together in collaboration with
some of Australia’s leading voices in
lighting and design.

Distributed to every corner of
Australia with an initial circulation
of 1,500 copies, Universal Light seeks
to spread a unified passion for light
for all environments.

ENQUIRE FOR FREE PRINT EDITION AT UNIOS.COM/UNIVERSALLIGHT

Interested in
contributing to
Universal Light?
We are looking for contributors
If you are an architect, engineer, consultant
or lighting designer and are interested
in contributing to the Universal Light
magazine, get in touch with the Unios
team. Universal Light will cover a variety of
topics ranging from the adoption of Revit
to new technology in lighting.

EMAIL AMY@UNIOS.COM
PHONE +61 8 924 8 1888

About the Publisher
Unios believe in light as an extension of every surface, every structure – enriching
everyday experiences through light. By blending precise design and engineering,
they bring light to life in all its diversity. As agile makers of light, they shape and
build luminaires that blend aesthetics and technology. Unios luminaires help define
and accentuate the environments we live and work in; now and in the future.

LEARN MORE ABOUT US AT UNIOS.COM

Instagram: instagram.com/unioslight
Facebook: facebook.com/unioslight
LinkedIn: linkedin.com/company/unios

Pinterest: pinterest.com/unioslight
Twitter: twitter.com/unioslight

Arthur & Co, Perth
Designed by MATA Design
Photographed by Richie Lu
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